
Avatar: How to Become the 
Mind of Your Customer
Developing a “Customer Avatar” is the best way to communicate directly to your target 
customer and connect on an emotional level. In this session you’ll go through an 
EXERCISE to create your own Avatar.

1. The people who I know who are amazing at marketing, when they go to create a new piece 
of marketing or a new product, they immediately go into putting themselves in the mind 
and emotions of the customer. They realize it'd be ridiculous to start anywhere else than 
that.

2. Your Customer Avatar is a representation of all the qualities - and only those qualities - that 
your potential customers have in common. Your customers have many different qualities, 
but all of them only have a handful of qualities IN COMMON. Speak ONLY to these qualities.  
As soon as you speak to a quality that almost all of them have in common, you lose much 
of your audience. (Shoot for speaking to qualities that at least 80% of your customers have 
in common). Creating your Customer Avatar allows you to talk about your customer 
intelligently, and allows you to communicate with them in a way where they'll feel a deep 
connection with you and your message.

3. We all want to be understood. Your customers, too. It's important to remember that they're 
seeking solutions to problems for emotional reasons, and they have a need for you to 
understand these emotional reasons. If you can get inside their skin, when you start 
communicating with them it'll be mesmerizing... almost hypnotic. They'll be riveted.

4. When you're talking with someone, and all of a sudden you have that "ash of insight, and 
you think "Right, now I see how you're seeing it now, and I'd feel the same way if I was 
seeing it that way," there's something magical that happens. This is the same thing that 
happens when your customer "gets" that you really understand them. That magical 
something is an "Emotional Suspension of Disbelief." When that happens, your customer 
becomes open and interested in your message. And this only happens when they feel you 
understand them. This is one secret to marketing success.

5. The psychological and emotional process of Compassion may be the most pro#table skill 
you can develop. Compassion implies really getting involved with your customer. It's so 
important because it implies not only proactively trying to help them, not only knowing 
what they're feeling, but actually feeling your customer's feelings yourself. It also goes 
beyond this: not only feeling their pain, but wanting to feel their pain, the authentic desire 
to know how the other person feels. Once you go through the process of understanding 
their perspective, what they're dealing with, the thoughts they're having, and all the rest, 
when you simulate them in your mind you'll actually feel what they're feeling on a physical 
level… that's when you know you're getting it. It's not just thinking "I'd probably feel really 
sad," it's actually feeling sad, deeply. When you get to this point, you'll know what to say to 
get their attention and what to say after you get their attention. The more you can do this, 
the more your customer will feel a connection with you and the more they'll be open to 
your message.
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6. Top sales people have two abilities: 1) The ability to qualify the buyer better, 2) the ability 
to build trust faster. In essence, that's what we're talking about here.

7. Here are some question to ask yourself when you're getting ready to understand your 
customer:

• What is your customer's biggest fear or frustration?

• What is your customer embarrassed to admit even to themselves?

• What's the irrational conversation going on in their head?
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